Simultaneous generation of noncollinear red, green, and blue light from a single hexagonally poled lithium tantalate is reported. It results from the frequency self-doubling optical parametric amplification process, a process of second-order harmonic generation cascaded optical parametric amplification in a single-pass setup. The temperature and spectrum detuning characters of each cascaded quasi-phase-matching process are studied. This unique red-green-blue light source has potential applications in laser display and other laser industries. © 2008 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 190.4410, 140.7300, 190.4400.
The cascaded nonlinear process has attracted great interest in recent years, since it can extend light wavelength to shorter or longer extents [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . It usually requires more than one second-order nonlinear crystal or relies on coincidental crossing of several phase-matching curves inside one nonlinear crystal in which birefringence phase matching (BPM) is utilized [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, for this type of cascaded optical parametric process, the ͑2͒ -modulated nonlinear crystal, also called quasi-phase-matching (QPM) material, should have more advantages. People can modulate ͑2͒ to realize intense coupling between arbitrary parametric processes inside one single crystal. Pioneer work including second-order harmonic generation (SHG) or sum frequency generation (SFG) cascaded optical parametric oscillation (OPO), etc., have been accomplished through QPM inside a one-dimensional (1D) periodically, quasiperiodically, or aperiodically poled crystal [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Some high-order harmonic generations even in a twodimensional (2D) QPM crystal are achieved [21, 22] .
In this Letter we report on the experimental realization of self-doubling optical parametric amplification (OPA) process, a process of the signal or the idler doubling cascaded OPA inside a hexagonally poled lithium tantalate (HexPLT) crystal. The cascaded SHG of the signal or the idler together with the OPA process both reach a high efficiency in a single-pass setup. The simultaneous happening SHGs of the signal and the idler together with the residual pump light generate a set of red-green-blue (RGB) primary colors in vision. The special tuning characters on temperature, wavelength, angle, etc. of this HexPLT imply that it is a novel candidate for a high-gain RGB light source and other multiple-wavelengths generators.
In the experiment the HexPLT sample is fabricated by the electric field poling technique [23, 24] . Figure  1 The general phase-matching condition for nonlinear interaction in the QPM material is
2 + mn͒ is the RLV of the HexPLT with lattice parameter a and the subscripts m and n are integers, representing the order of RLV; k ជ 1 , k ជ 2 , and k ជ 3 represent the interacted three waves. The pump beam is a 10 Hz 532 nm laser with a pulse width of 3.5 ns and a linewidth of 0.1 nm. We use an f = 150 mm lens to focus this ẑ-polarized pump beam into the HexPLT crystal, getting the beam waist to be around 120 m.
When the pump beam incidence is along the direction of G ជ 0,1 (x axis) and we tune the crystal temperature during 20°C -200°C, a QPM collinear paramet- ric downconversion process happens and the momentum conservation is ensured by
The measured wavelength of the signal and the idler varying on temperature is shown in Fig. 2 , which consists well with the theoretical calculation. A wide spectrum about 500 nm is covered when the temperature varies from 20°C to 200°C.
Two incidental SHG processes occur simultaneously when the temperature is set around 188°C. The QPM condition for the signal and the idler doublings are k ជ ui −2k ជ i − G ជ 1,0 = 0 and k ជ us −2k ជ s − G ជ 2,1 = 0, respectively. Coupling these two noncollinear SHG processes with the OPA process is called dual-frequency self-doubling OPA. At 188°C, the signal and the idler are 868.3 and 1373.6 nm and both are collinear with the pump beam. As shown in the insets of Fig. 2 , the harmonics of the signal and the idler both shape a pair of spots on the screen behind the crystal. The upper pair is the harmonics of the idler with the central frequency of 686.8 nm, while the lower pair is the harmonics of the signal with the central frequency of 434.2 nm. The mirror symmetry of these two pair spots about the pump beam is due to the mirror symmetry of involved RLVs G ជ 2,1 and G ជ 1,0 . The energy of two red spots and two blue spots are 11 and 5.2 J, respectively, under the pump energy of 1.17 mJ. Adding the remaining pump at 532 nm, we get a set of three primary colors. According to the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) chromaticity diagram [27], this set of RGB light can cover most of the area in the CIE chromaticity diagram, which can be used uniquely in laser displays, laser TV, etc.
Actually the temperature of 188°C is deviated from the maximum output temperature for both the red and the blue generation. When lowering the temperature down to 179.6°C, the idler doubling process approaches its maximum efficiency, and the external angle is getting larger toward 5.5°as shown in Fig. 3 . The fitted temperature FWHM is around 16°C, which is rather big when compared with 1D periodically poled lithium tantalate (PPLT). It mostly results from the noncollinear phase-matching character in this HexPLT, which has been verified by some earlier work [21] . When the temperature is at 179.6°C, the efficiency of the idler into its harmonics reaching its maximum is about 30% while the efficiency of the idler over the pump is about 10.8% under a pump energy of 1.17 mJ.
The pair of blue spots, i.e., the frequency doubling of the signal, approaches its maximum efficiency at 189.5°C while the bandwidth is 6°C. It can be seem from Fig. 3 that owing to the wide temperature bandwidth of the signal and the idler doubling processes, it is not hard to reach simultaneously red and blue beams within some range of temperature.
Another dual-frequency self-doubling OPA process is observed around 100°C in this HexPLT. The signal and idler wavelength are 932.33 and 1240.68 nm, hence the corresponding harmonic waves are at 466.17 and 620.34 nm. Therefore we can get another set of three elementary colors when taking the 532 nm pump into account. Momentum conservations for the idler and signal doubling are k ជ ui −2k ជ i − G ជ 3,−1 = 0 and k ជ us −2k ជ s − G ជ 1,1 = 0, respectively. The idler and the signal doubling shape another pair of red spots and blue spots with mirror symmetry on the screen behind the crystal. At 110.3°C the idler doubling reaches its maximum and the temperature detuning bandwidth is about 16.6°C, while the signal doubling reaches it maximum at 89.4°C and the bandwidth is about 5.3°C.
In Table 1 , we list the detailed detuning characters of four frequency self-doubling processes when the temperature changes from room temperature to 200°C. For each signal or idler doubling process, the linewidth ⌬, the external angle ␣ ext , and the relative intensity of the harmonics ͑ d ͒ are listed. We investigate the intensities of four self-doubling processes under the condition of low pump power, which ensures the nondepleted pumping approximation. The experimental and the theoretical results are shown in the last two columns and consist well. The idler doubling process happening around the 179.6°C participant by G ជ 0,1 has the maximum output intensity. It is worth noting here that when we choose the hexagonal structure only one freedom, i.e., the lattice parameter a, can be adjusted to meet the phasematching requirements. So it is natural that the red and blue are generated not exactly simultaneously. In principle for exact simultaneous phase-matching of the signal and idler doubling, additional structure freedoms should be introduced. Other structures, such as a 2D structure with a parallelogram unit or a 2D fractal structure, can be adopted. In addition, to further enhance the red-blue intensity from this HexPLT, we can put it into an optical cavity that will give the signal or idler high feedback.
In conclusion, we designed and observed two sets of dual-frequency self-doubling processes in an HexPLT crystal, two sets of signal and idler SHGs cascaded an OPA process. QPM ensures such multiple processes happening inside a single crystal and also enables a high-gain output in this single-pass setup. The generation of the red-blue light together with the remaining green pump from the HexPLT is a new method for noncollinear three primary colors output without any optical separation elements. This unique light source has potential applications in laser display, multicolor laser generation, integrated optics etc.
